Local Government Act 1995

Local Government (Financial Management) Amendment Regulations 2005

Made by the Governor in Executive Council.

1. Citation

These regulations may be cited as the Local Government (Financial Management) Amendment Regulations 2005.
2. **The regulations amended**

The amendments in these regulations are to the *Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996*.

For amendments to 22 December 2004 see Western Australian Legislation Information Tables for 2003, Table 4, p. 4-219-20.]

3. **Regulation 69A inserted**

After regulation 69 the following regulation is inserted —

"**69A. Circumstances where concessions under section 6.47 may not be granted — s. 6.48**

A local government is not to exercise a power to grant a concession in relation to a rate or service charge under section 6.47 of the Act in circumstances where the concession is based on whether or not, or the extent to which, the land in respect of which the rate or service charge is imposed is occupied by a person who owns the land.

""

By Command of the Governor,

ROD SPENCER, Clerk of the Executive Council.